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Collineations of Projective Planes with Different Numbers of Fixed
Points and Fixed Lines
HELMUT MAURER
1. INTRODUCTION
Let [JjJ := (P, L, E) be a projective plane consisting of the set P of points, the set L oflines
and the incidence relation E. For the set Fp of fixed points and the set FL of fixed lines of
a collineation x of [JjJ we compare in the following, for some cases, the cardinalities IFp l and
IFLI . Baer [3] has shown that for every collineation in a finite projective plane IFp l = IFLI
is valid.
It is also well known that IFpl = IFLI, if [JjJ = PG(2, K) is the projective plane over a field
K and" is a projective collineation, i.e. tc is a product of central collineations. This is
deduced from the fact that" is induced by a linear map q>: K3 ..... K3 and that IFpl and JFLI
depend in the same manner on the dimensions of the eigenspaces of q> and (q> - I y. It is the
aim of this paper to prove the following:
THEOREM. For every collineation tc offinite order in a desarguesian projective plane we
have the equality IFpl = IFLI.
LEMMA 1. If" is a collineation ofa projective plane [JjJ = (P, L , E) with IFp l < IFLI then
either
(a) Fp = 0 and IFLI = 1, or
(b) IFpl = I and FL consists of lines through the uniquefixed point, or
(c) IFpl ~ 2, F; is contained in a line of FL and FL is a set of lines through a point of Fp.
PROOF. (a) and (b) are consequences of the property that the intersection of two fixed
lines is a fixed point. The substructure (Fp , FL , E) is not a projective plane. To prove (c) it
is therefore sufficient to show that Fp is contained in a line . Assume this would be false. Then
there exists a point A E F; such that Fp \ {A } is contained in a line I E FL not passing through
A. From FL = {l} u {A v BI BE Fp\{A }} we obtain IFpl = JFLI, a contradiction. (Here
A v B means the line joining A, B.)
REMARK. If" is a collineation of [JjJ with IFpl > IFL I, then of course Lemma I can be
applied to the collineation " of the dual plane [JjJdual.
COROLLARY TO LEMMA I. IfFpcontains 3 non-collinearpoints or dually FLcontains3 lines
with no common point , then IFp 1 = IFL I·
Examples 1-5 show that the cases (a) , (b) and (c) of Lemma I are possible, even if [JjJ is
a pappian plane.
For a division ring K we consider K 2 as a right vector space over K. K 2 is the set of point s
and the cosets of the one-dimensional linear subspaces ofK 2 form the set oflines of an affine
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plane AG(2, K). The infinite point of the projective closure AG(2, K) on the line (I , m)K
will be denoted by (m), the infinite point on the line (0, I)K by (00), and the infinite line
{ (m) Im E K v {oo}} by [00]. Every collineation K of AG(2, K) has a unique extension K,
which is a collineation of AG(2, K) stabilizing the line [00].
In the following Examples 1-3 and 5 we specify K .= IR(T), where Tis transcendent over
IR. There is exactly one automorphism () of K with {)IR = id and {)(T) = T + 1.
EXAMPLE I. K: (x,y) ~ (T- 1, 0) + (-{)(y), ()(x» is acollineation of AG(2, IR(T». The
point (x , y ) is fixed by K if and only if y = {)(x) and x + ()2(X) = T - '. Considering the
poles of both sides of the last equation, we see that there is no solution. Kinterchanges the
infinite points (00), (0). The infinite point (m) with m E K\{O} is fixed by K if and only if
m • {)(m) = - I. K can be ordered in such a way that T is an upper bound of R The
automorphism () preserves this ordering. Hence m . {)(m) = -1 has no solution. Thus we
obtain F; = 0, FL = {[oo]}.
EXAMPLE 2. K: (x, y) --+ (T- I , (2T - 1)-1) + ({)(x), ()(y» is a collineation of
AG(2, IR(T». Similar arguments as above show that {(m) Im e IR v {<X)}} is the set of fixed
points of K, and [00] is the only fixed line of K. Hence for the dual plane AG(2, 1R(T»dual
and the collineation K the property (b) of Lemma 1 is fulfilled.
EXAMPLE 3. For the projective extension K of the collineation K: (x , y) ~ (0, T- 1) +
(()(x), T{)( y» of AG(2, IR(T» we have F; = {(O), (<X)} and FL = ([<X)]} V {(<X) V
(c, 0) I CE IR} . Hence K as a collineation of the plane AG(2, IR(T» satisfies condition
(c) of Lemma I.
In Examples 1-3 the collineation K has an infinite order. Therefore the following example
may be of interest
EXAMPLE 4. Let Q be a set of cardinality 4 and let q>: Q --+ Q be a permutation of order
3 with the fixed element W E Q. Then q> can uniquely extended to a collineation K of the free
projective plane generated by Q. Of course, K(W) = wand K is of order 3. (For the
construction of a free plane compare with Hughes-Piper [5], Ch. II.) Assume FL =I- 0.
Then FL contains a line 1 obtained, let us say, at the nth stage in the free plane construction,
and 1 contains exactly 2 points Av (v = 1, 2) obtained at some earlier stage . Each point Av
is incident with exactly 2 lines gv' h; obtained at a stage below the (n - I)st stage . The
collineation K of order 3 permutes the 4 lines gl, g2, hi , h2. Hence one of these lines is fixed
by K. This contradicts the choice of 1 and implies FL = 0 and Fp = {w}.
The result mentioned in the introduction, that IFpl = IFLI for a projective collineation in
a pappian projective plane, is not valid in any arbitrary desarguesian projective plane . To
show this, we consider the following example.
EXAMPLE 5. For K:= IR(T), where T is transcendental over IR, we consider the set S of
formal series r.'::~ Zokil with Zo E 7l. and k, E K. By an idea of Hilbert (compare Artin [1],
Ch. I, Section 9), S can be provided with the structure of a division ring. This is done by
usual addition in S and by the multiplication rule ti . k = () i(k) • t', where (): K --+ K is the
automorphism with {)IR = id and ()(T) = T + I. The inner automorphism ;): S --+ S with
;)(s) = tst :' for all s E S satisfies ;)(K) = K and ;)IK = (). The collineation K: (x , y) --+
(T- 1, 0) + (- ;)(y), ;)(x» of the affine plane AG(2, S) has an extension K, which is a pro-
jective collineation (cf. Baer [4], III. 2) of the projective plane AG(2, S). The point (x , y )
of AG(2, S) is fixed by K if and only if y = ;)(x) and x + ;)2(X) = T- I. For x = ~;':. zo k.t'
the last equation implies ~;':. zo (k, + {)2(kJ)ti = T - 1 and ko + ()2(ko) = T- 1• As shown
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in Example 1 there is no such ko E K = IR(T). Hence K has no fixed point. K interchanges
the infinite points (00), (0). The infinite point (m) with 0 -# m E S is fixed by K if and only
if m . J(m) = -1. The order of K in which T is an upper bound of IR can be extended to
an ordering of S in such a way that t- I is an upper bound of K (cf. Artin [1], Ch. I, Sec-
tion 9). In this ordering m . J(m) = mt mt:' is positive. Hence no infinite point is fixed by
the projective collineation K. This shows Fp = 0 and FL = ([oon.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
LEMMA 2. For a collineation K of a desarguesian projective plane with 3 ~ IFpl and
3 ~ IFLI we have the equation IFp1 = IFLI·
PROOF. The plane can be described in the form AG(2, K), where K is a division ring.
According to Lemma 1 we may assume (0), (1), (00) E F; and [00], (0,0) v (00), (1,0) v
(00) E FL' Now the restriction of K to AG(2,K) has the form (x, y) -4 (0, Yo) + (b(x),
b( y)), where b is an automorphism of K and Yo E K. From this the assertion can be easily
derived.
We prepare the proof of the theorem by use of the following:
LEMMA 3. If b is an automorphism offinite order of the division ring K, then K is a
left and right vector space over the division subring ~:= {k E KI b(k) = k} of dimension
less or equal to the order of b. For 0 -# IX E K, k:= IXb(IX-1) , k' := b(IX-1)IX and B =
(b - id)(K) we have (kb - id)-I(O) = IX~, (kb - id)(K) = IXB, (bk' - id)-I(O) = ~IX
and (bk' - id)(K) = BIX.
A proof of the first assertion of Lemma 3 can be deduced from the Galois Theory for
division rings developed in Jacobsen ([6], Ch. 7). For the convenience of the reader we
sketch a simple direct proof for this special result.
PROOF OF LEMMA 3. If \<b)\ . 1 -# 0 in K, then ~I1E<O> (J belongs to Hom.1(K, K) and
it is not the zero map. In this case the idea of E. Artin used in the proof of Satz 14 in
[2], II, H. is applicable and shows that l<b)1 is an upper bound for both the right and
the left dimension of K over Lt. If l<b)1 . 1 = 0 in K, then K has a characteristic p -# O.
Assume l<b)1 = pn. m, where m, n E Nand m is not divisible by p. Then b induces
'in the division subring E:= {k E KI bm(k) = k} an automorphism of an order dividing m.
As just proved m is an upper bound for the left and right dimension of E over Lt.
<p := bm - idK is a E-linear map of the (left or right) E-vector space K into itself with the
one-dimensional kernel E. Now <pI'" = (bm)P" - idK = 0 implies dim; K ~ p" and
dim.1K = dim.1E· dimEK ~ m . pn = l<b)l.
The easy proof of the second assertion is left to the reader.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. By Lemma 1 and the remark following it, it suffices to prove
that none of (a), (b), (c) of Lemma 1 can occur. Suppose that IFpl < IFLI. Using Lemma
1, &' can be described as outlined earlier in the form AG(2, K), K a division ring, with
F; C [00] E FL' The restriction K IK2: K2 -4 K2 has the form v -4 Vo + <p(v) with V o E K2
and <p a bijective semilinear map from the K-right vector space K 2 onto itself. The
accompanying automorphism b: K -4 K of <p has finite order. By Lemma 3, K2 is a finite
dimensional right vector space over the division ring Lt:= {k E KI b(k) = k}. Now
F; C [00] implies - V o 1= (<p - id)(K2 ) . By finiteness of the dimension of K.2 over Lt the
Lt-linearmap <p - id is not injective. Hence K fixes a point on [00] and case (a) cannot occur.
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Considering the remaining cases (b) and (c) we may suppose (00) E Fp , (00) v (0,0) E FL ,
Vo = (0, Yo) with Yo E K and <p(x, y) = (k lt5(x), k3t5(y) + k2t5(x)) with k., k2 , k, E K and
k, • k, =f:: O. From - Vo ¢ (<p - id)(K2 ) we derive -Yo ¢ (k3 t5 - id)(K). By Lemma 3 there
is an element a3 =f:: 0 in the kernel a3A of the A-right linear map (k3t5 - id): K -+ K and
Yo does not belong to a3B = (k3t5 - id)(K). We compute K«m)) = «k3t5(m) + k2)ki l ) =
«a3t5(ailm) + k2)ki l) for all m E K.
In case (b) Fp = {(00)} implies that there is no solution m E K of the equation
t5(ailm)ki l + ail k2ki l = ail m. By Lemma 3 there is an element ail =f:: 0 in the kernel
Aai l of the A-left linear map (t5ki l - id): K -+ K. Again, by Lemma 3, we obtain
- ail k2ki l ¢ Bail = (t5ki l - id)(K). Since al is in the kernel al • A of the A-right linear
map (k l t5 - id): K -+ K we obtain FL = {[ oo]} U {( 00) v (x, 0) Ix E al A}. The subspace
B of the A-right vector space K has the codimension 1. With ail k2ki l al ¢ B we deduce
K = B + ai 1k2ki iaiA and K = a3B + k2ki laA. Therefore there arey E Kand x E alA
with - Yo = (k3t5(y) - y) + k2ki l x. From this equation we obtain (x, y) E Fp , a con-
tradiction to r, = {(00)}.
In case (c), for 3 ~ IFpl the assertion is proved by Lemma 2. Hence we have only to
consider the case IFpl = 2 < IFLI. Introducing co-ordinates appropriately, we may assume
(0) E Fpand (00) v (1,0) E FL' In this case we obtain k, = 1 and k2 = O. The equation
k3t5(m) = m for the fixed points on the line [00] has only the solution m = O. This is a
contradiction to k3t5(a3) = a3 and a3 =f:: O. Combining these results, we see that the cases
(a), (b) and (c) with IFpl < IFLI cannot occur, and the theorem is proved.
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